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The Importance of Heritability in Psychological Research:
The Case of Attitudes
Abraham Tesser
It is argued that differences in response heritability may have important implications for the testing
of general psychological theories, that is, responses that differ in heritability may function differently. For example, attitudes higher in heritability are shown to be responded to more quickly, to be
more resistant to change, and to be more consequential in the attitude similarity attraction relationship. The substantive results are interpreted in terms of attitude strength and niche building. More
generally, the implications of heritability for the generality and typicality of treatment effects are
also discussed.

heritabilities is both long and surprising. As noted earlier, the
intellectual abilities domain has received the most press, and
the genetic contribution to that domain is well documented
(e.g., Loehlin, Willerman, & Horn, 1988; Plomin & Rende,
1991). There is also evidence of genetic contributions to specific cognitive abilities, school achievement, creativity, reading
disability, and mental retardation (see Plomin, 1989, for a review). In the area of psychopathology, schizophrenia, affective
disorders, alcoholism, antisocial personality, anorexia nervosa,
infantile autism, Tourette's syndrome, and Alzheimer's disease
also appear to covary with genetic endowment (see Loehlin et
al., 1988, for a review). Perhaps the area that is getting the most
current attention is personality. Dramatic reports of genetic influence in this domain are coming from the Minnesota Twins
Project (e.g., Bouchard & McGue, 1990; Tellegen et al., 1988),
from developmental studies (e.g., Plomin & Nesselrode, 1990),
and from large-scale American (Loehlin, 1989), Soviet (e.g., Ravich-Scherbo, 1988), and Anglo studies (Eaves, Eysenck, &
Martin, 1989).

Although psychologists clearly recognize the impact of genetics on behavior, their theories rarely reflect this knowledge.
Most theories assume that behavior is relatively plastic and is
shaped almost entirely by situational parameters. The possibility that a response may have a high heritability is often ignored.
I argue here that ignoring this possibility is consequential. The
vehicle used in this article is attitudes. This vehicle was chosen
because it is a domain with which I have some familiarity; it is a
domain that has a number of minitheories, and it is a domain in
which the notion of heritability itself is suspect so that a demonstration of the effects of heritability should be particularly evocative.

Background
The notion that complex behavior may have genetic antecedents is not new. For example, Francis Gallon (1875) studied the
heritability of genius in the nineteenth century. Although the
idea that genetics influences behavior went through a period of
controversy, particularly with respect to race and intelligence, it
is currently enjoying a new, high level of acceptance (Plomin &
Rende, 1991). For example, most social scientists now believe
that intelligence test scores are significantly affected by genetics (Snyderman & Rothman, 1987).
The list of behavioral domains that appear to have sizable

Heritability of Attitudes
According to McGuire (1969), "even theorists who agree on
little else are in complete accord on the extreme and undemonstrated notion that all attitudes are developed through experience" (p. 161). Indeed, "Attitude theorists typically abhor hypothesizing genetic influence" (McGuire, 1985, p. 253). In a
recent review of the attitude literature, Tesser and Shaffer
(1990) reported no references to the heritability of attitude responses. In spite of the attitude of attitude researchers, there is
evidence that at least some attitudes do have sizable heritabilities.
Altruism and aggression may be conceived of as broad social
attitudes, and there is evidence of a genetic contribution (over
50%) to individual differences on these dimensions (Rushton,
Fulker, Neale, Nias, & Eysenck, 1986). There is also evidence of
a genetic component to job satisfaction (Arvey, Bouchard, Segal, & Abraham, 1989) as well as to vocational attitudes (Keller,
Bouchard, Arvey, Segal, & Dawis, 1992; Scarr & Weinberg,
1978). Using the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Roberts and
Johansson (1974) estimated a heritability of about .5 for various
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vocational types. Although Loehlin and Nichols (1976) found
little evidence of a genetic component in attitudes toward God
or organized religious activity in their high school sample of
twins, Waller, Kojetin, Bouchard, Lykken, and Tellegen (1990)
used a more complete assessment battery of religious attitudes;
an older, more age-variable sample; and estimates of heritability from twins reared apart as well as together to estimate that
about 50% of the variance in their instruments is genetically
influenced.
Even more narrowly conceived attitudes seem to show some
heritability. Thus, for example, Perry (1973) examined the heritability of attitudes toward alcohol, cigarettes, and coffee and
found that attitudes toward drinking alcohol did have a genetic
component (51%), whereas attitudes toward drinking coffee
and smoking cigarettes did not. More recently, Plomin, Corley,
DeFries, and Fulker (1990) concluded from a parent offspring
and sibling adoption design that television viewing time among
3-, 4- and 5-year-olds has a significant genetic component (estimates vary by method and age).
Usually when one thinks of attitudes, the prototype that
comes to mind is political attitudes of various sorts. Authoritarianism falls on the intersection of personality and ideology, and
Scarr (1981) has provided evidence for the genetic transmission
of authoritarianism. More recently, Martin et al. (1986) obtained responses from over 3,000 pairs of twins who filled out a
50-item conservatism scale (Feather, 1975; Wilson & Patterson,
1968). This scale included items such as the death penalty, divorce, and jazz to which subjects responded "\fes," "?" or "No."
Item-based estimates of additive genetic variance (based on the
difference between monozygotic and dyzotic intraclass correlations and corrected for age) revealed 23 significant items. The
range of heritabilities over the 50 items was from 8% to 51%.
(See Table 1 for a subset of items and their heritabilities.)
These same investigators (Martin et al., 1986) also reported
on a sample of over 800 pairs of British twins who responded to
a "Public Opinion Inventory comprising 40 frequently encountered statements relating to such issues as religion, sex, treatment of criminals, and nationalism [Eysenck, 1954]" (p. 4364).
The items were aggregated into two composites, radicalism and
toughmindedness. Each of the composites had large heritabilities (more than 50%). In a more recent treatment (Eaves et al.,
1989), heritability estimates for each of 60 items were presented. They ranged from 1 % to 63%. (See Table 2 for a subset of
items and their heritabilities.)
In summary, although shared environments play a stronger
role in the determination of attitudes than in the determination
of personality, there appears to be a nontrivial genetic contribution to at least some attitudes.

Gee-Whiz Response and the Application of Heritability
to Psychological Theory
The tradition in psychology is to assume that most interesting behavior is a product of the situation (or situational history)
of the individual. Thus, when researchers learn that attitudes or
complex behaviors such as altruism or viewing TV are partially
heritable, if researchers believe it at all, they are surprised, as in
"Gee whiz, I didn't know that!" However, one rarely thinks
through the implications for one's own research.
There are several reasons why researchers do not tend to
make the connection between heritability and their own re-

Table 1
Selected Wilson-Patterson (W-P; 1968) Items: Their
Heritabilities and Response Strength

W-P item

H"

Median
response
time (s)
in Study 1

Death penalty
Jazz
Royalty
Apartheid
Censorship
White superiority
Divorce
Military drill
Working mothers
Self-denial
Nudist camps
Women judges
Socialism
Teenage drivers
Learning Latin
Bible truth
Divine law
FIoggingb
Straitjackets
Coeducation

.51
.45
.44
.43
.41
.40
.40
.40
.36
.28
.28
.27
.26
.26
.26
.25
.22
.21
.09
.07

3.84
3.79
4.88
3.90
4.07
4.18
4.39
4.50
4.17
5.98
4.28
3.74
5.05
4.78
4.34
4.40
5.10
4.39
4.78
4.17

Mean
level of
influenceability
in Study 2

Net
social
influence
in Study 3

-.30
-.22
.12
.06
.17
.24
.20

.14
-.04
-.30
.25
.20
.79
-.00
-.04
-.00
-.16
-.10
.24
-.14
.02
-.44
.10
-.11
.10
-.20
-.13

c
c

—

.27
.04

-.03
.34
-.01
.04
.27
.47
.35
.14
.25

Note. H = heritability estimate.
• Heritability estimates are from Martin et al., 1986. b The original
item was caning. It was felt that flogging might be better understood
by the U.S. subjects. c This item was not used in Study 2.

search. For some areas, the connection does not have to be
made. In many individual difference areas, particularly in the
area of intellectual abilities, the theoretical concerns deal directly with the heritability issue. A behavioral genetics analysis
maps right onto the theoretical questions. For example, the
estimate that so much of the variance in intellectual ability is
due to shared environment and so much is due to genetics is as
far as it needs to go. In this case, no other connection needs to
be made.
When working with a specific response class, for example,
altruism, the effects of heritability, with certain caveats, can
safely be ignored. Suppose, for example, that subjects are randomly assigned to a similar or dissimilar "needy other" condition to test the hypothesis that similarity to a needy other increases altruism. If the heritability and the situational manipulation are additive in their effects on altruism, then heritability
adds only individual differences "noise" to the experiment. The
presence of heritability will make the experiment less powerful
but not misleading,1 and the proportion of variance accounted
for by the manipulations will be limited by the magnitude of
the heritability coefficient.2
A third class of research concerns the testing of relatively
general theories such as social learning theory (Bandura, 1985),
dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), or self-perception theory
' This assumes that the manipulation effects are additive to the determinants of heritability.
2
This assumes that the manipulations or experimental treatments
are typical of daily life. See the discussion in the Heritability section.
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Table 2
Selected Public Opinion Inventory (POI) Items: Their Heritabilities and Response Strength

POI item

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Sex crimes, such as rape and attacks on
children, deserve more than mere
imprisonment; such criminals ought to be
flogged or worse.
Men and women have the right to find
whether they are sexually suited before
marriage.
The average person can live a good enough
life without religion.
The death penalty is barbaric and should
continue to be abolished.
Birth control, except when recommended by
a doctor, should be made illegal.
Black people are innately inferior to White
people.
There is no survival of any kind after death.
In taking part in any form of world
organization, this country should make
certain that none of its independence and
power is lost.
People suffering from incurable diseases
should have the choice of being put
painlessly to death.
"My country right or wrong" is a saying that
expresses a fundamentally desirable attitude.
Persons with serious hereditary defects and
diseases should be compulsorily sterilized.
It is just as well that the struggle of life tends
to weed out those who cannot stand the pace.
The nationalization of the great industries is
likely to lead to inefficiency, bureaucracy,
and stagnation.
The so-called underdog deserves little
sympathy or help from successful people.
Nowadays, more and more people are prying
into matters that do not concern them.
Capitalism is immoral because it exploits the
worker by failing to give him full value for
his productive labor.
Refugees should be left to fend for
themselves.
People should realize that their greatest
obligation is to their family.
Sex relations except in marriage are always
wrong.
It is wrong to punish a man if he helps
another country because he prefers it to his
own.

Ha

Median
response
time (s)
in Study 1

.62

13.02

.19

.57

8.46

.23

.55

7.09

-.03

.56

5.99

-.04

.54

6.38

-.12

.50
.46

5.82
6.75

.62
-.01

.45

13.73

-.19

.45

8.68

.03

.44

12.65

-.27

.21

11.98

.28

.19

11.48

.05

.19

12.74

Net
social
influence
in Study 3

-.12

.15

8.35

-.04

.12

7.47

-.16

.12

11.97

-.19

.11

6.54

.03

.11

8.40

-.09

.04

6.53

.27

.01

12.36

-.32

Note. H = heritability estimate.
' Heritability estimates are from Eaves, Eysenck, and Martin (1989, pp. 320-321).

(Bern, 1972). From the perspective of such general theories, it
does not matter what the response is. It could be altruism, aggression, or the propensity to choose the color red. If one sees a
model rewarded for doing it (the target behavior), engages in it
for inadequate justification, or perceives oneself doing it, the
probability of engaging in that behavior subsequently should
increase. However, if there is variance in heritability across
behaviors (which is known to be true) and heritability limits the
effectiveness of a situational manipulation (a notion I discuss

later), then the conclusions drawn on the basis of a single response or behavior will be misleading. That is, it does matter
which response is being studied.

Heritability
Up to this point I have talked about heritability as if it were
a fixed quantity indexing a kind of biological "fixedness."
It is not. Heritability is the ratio of the phenotypic variance
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controlled by genetic variance to the total phenotypic variance
which is controlled by genetic variance and environmental variance, for a particular population. Thus, it is not fixed, and it is
determined as much by nurture as it is by nature. It can vary
with the homogeneity or heterogeneity of the genetic makeup
of the population—in a population of clones (0 genetic variance), any phenotypic variance at all would be environmental
and heritability would be 0%. It also covaries with the heterogeneity of environments—if everyone was confronted with exactly the same environment, then all the phenotypic variance
would be due to genetic differences. If heritability was estimated on a random sample of the population and this sample
had been subjected to a random sample of environments, then
the estimate would give the typical percent variance due to
genetic differences. To the extent that either persons or environments are not randomly sampled, estimates will change. In
short, if one observes behavior in selected environments, all
bets are off about the relative importance of differences in
genes as typically estimated.
General theories such as dissonance theory or social learning
theory specify selected conditions (aspects of environments)
that control behavior. As such, reported estimates of heritability are not necessarily of concern. Estimates of typical heritability will not affect research outcomes if the experimental treatments (situations) are atypical of the normal variability across
situations for the class of behaviors of interest,3 for example,
attitudes. However, the treatments in most studies are, from
both the theorist's and researcher's points of view, neither extreme nor exotic. Indeed, most of these theories count the ease
with which they can be mapped onto everyday situations as a
strength. Furthermore, experimenters often try hard to have
their treatments look like something that an individual would
encounter in everyday life, what Aronson and Carlsmith (1968)
called mundane realism. To the extent that the treatments associated with a test of theory are typical of the environments
encountered by subjects, then heritability estimates will limit
conclusions (external validity; T. D. Cook & Campbell, 1979):
The greater the heritability of the response, the less impact any
particular treatment will have on the response.
I have focused on the treatment, the situation, and the environment, but I could also focus on the other side of the same
coin, the response. Responses with greater heritability are not
less variable or predictable. Rather, comparatively more of their
variance is associated with genetic differences than with situational differences. Therefore, in the usual experiment in which
genetic differences are not assessed but situational differences
are assessed, responses with greater heritability should appear
stronger or less affected by the situation.

Response-Strength Hypothesis
Clearly, a number of suggestions about the behavior of responses with more or less heritability fall out of the definition
of heritability. However, these suggestions can be taken further.
On the basis of its definition, I have equated heritability with
response strength in the sense that a strong response is less
variable across situations. In this article, I go beyond that and
hypothesize that heritability is associated with response
strength in general. For example, there is nothing in the herita-

bility formulation to predict what will happen to a response
within a situation. Yet response strength often shows itself
within situations. The purpose of the present article is to attempt to demonstrate this general heritability-responsestrength hypothesis empirically.

Overview of the Present Studies
I am not a behavioral geneticist nor do I have the resources to
assess the heritability of a large number of responses. Fortunately, however, estimates for large sets of attitudes have been
reported in the literature. Attitudes are convenient to work with
because high and low heritability attitude items are measured
the same way, thereby facilitating comparisons. I chose two sets
of attitudes to provide an opportunity for replication across
different items. The general hypothesis is that attitudes with
greater heritability are stronger than attitudes with less heritability. Recent studies of attitudes suggested that stronger attitudes have greater accessibility as indexed by response speed.
Study 1 measures the speed of attitudinal response as a function
of attitude heritability. Study 2 tests an implication that falls out
of the definition of attitude heritability; namely, that attitudes
with greater heritability would be more resistant to a standard
attitude change induction. In Study 3, attitude similarity and
attitude heritability are varied and attraction to a stranger is
measured. Attitude similarity is an important predictor of interpersonal attraction. If heritability is related to attitude
strength, then the greater the attitude heritability, the stronger
the similarity attraction relationship. Finally, Study 4 examines
the relationships among the dependent variables used in the
first three studies.

Selection of Attitudes
As already noted, I selected items for which heritability estimates based on large samples had already been reported in the
literature. Two different sets were used for the purposes of replication. Both sets of items deal with conservatism, both sets are
based on non-American, Anglo samples, and both sets have
heritabilities estimates presented by Eaves et al. (1989) and
Martin etal. (1986).
The first set of items comes from a 50-item version of the
Wilson-Patterson conservatism scale (Feather, 1975; Wilson &
Patterson, 1968). Heritabilities were estimated on the basis of
the responses of 3,810 (a 64% response rate) pairs of twins to a
mailed questionnaire (Martin et al., 1986). The sample included 565 pairs of monozygotic (MZ) men, 1,232 pairs of MZ
women, 351 pairs of dizygotic (DZ) men, 750 pairs of DZ
women, and 905 pairs of DZ mixed-gender siblings. (See the
original sources for more details regarding the sample.) "Zygosity was determined by querying similarity in childhood and
confusion of one twin for another by parents, friends and
teachers, and [this technique] has been validated by blood typing [Martin & Martin, 1975; Kasriel & Eaves, 1976]" (Martin et
3

1 presume that only certain aspects of situations affect a particular
response while other aspects may affect other responses. Therefore,
when researchers talk about typicality of a situation, it is with respect
to those aspects that are consequential for the behavior in question.
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al., 1986, p. 4364). Maximum likelihood estimates of polychoric correlations for the different twin types were computed.
The estimate of additive genetic variance (H) is a function of
the difference between monozygotic and dyzotic intraclass
correlations (corrected for age). I selected 20 items that (a)
showed no significant gender differences and (b) spanned the
range of heritabilities (see Table 1).
The second set of items comes from a public opinion inventory (POI) developed by Eysenck (1954). Heritabilities for each
of the 60 items were estimated by Eaves et al. (1989) on a sample
pie of 825 pairs (50% response rate) of British twins who responded to a mailed sample. There were 120 pairs of MZ men,
325 pairs of MZ women, 59 pairs of DZ men, 194 pairs of DZ
women, and 127 pairs of DZ mixed-gender siblings. (See the
original sources for more details regarding the sample.) Zygosity
was determined as in the previous noted sample. Again, I selected 20 items that (a) showed no significant gender differences
and (b) spanned the range of heritabilities (see Table 2).
Study 1: Attitude Heritability and Response Latency

An important research program concerned with response
strength has been developed by Russell Fazio. His measure of
response strength is the speed with which an individual reports
his or her attitude toward some object. The construct validity
for speed of response as an index of attitude strength is impressive. For example, the more often people express a particular
attitude, the stronger that attitude should be. Powell and Fazio
(1984) manipulated the number of times an attitude was expressed and measured speed of attitude response. As predicted,
stronger (more frequently expressed) attitudes had faster responses. The stronger the attitude, the more likely it is to be
activated automatically in the mere presence of the attitude
object. Activated responses should facilitate consistent responding but interfere with inconsistent responding. Fazio,
Sanbonmatsu, Powell, and Kardes (1986) first measured speed
of response to various attitudes. They then showed subjects the
name of attitude objects and had them respond to another stimulus. The presence of the name of the attitude object facilitated
subsequent consistent responding and interfered with subsequent inconsistent responding only for attitudes with fast response times (strong attitudes) but not for attitudes with slow
response times. There is also evidence that the faster a subject's
attitude response time, the more likely it is that the subject will
interpret an ambiguous situation as consistent with the attitude
(Fazio & Williams, 1986; Houston & Fazio, 1989). Finally, the
faster one's attitude response time, the more predictive of behavior is the attitude (Fazio, Powell, & Williams, 1989; Fazio &
Williams, 1986).
In summary, attitude speed appears to be a valid index of
attitude strength. If heritability of an attitude is associated with
strength, then the greater the heritability of the attitude, the
faster subjects should respond to it.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-three men and 37 women were recruited by
means of advertisements in local papers and flyers posted around the
campus of the University of Georgia. Each subject was paid $5 for
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participating. A second sample of 33 men and 46 women participated
in exchange for credit toward an introductory psychology course research requirement.
Procedure. Subjects were individually seated before a microcomputer and told that they would see a series of concepts to which they
were to indicate their personal favorability on a 7-point scale (1 = very
unfavorable and 7 = very favorable). When they understood how to do
this, the computer displayed each of the selected Wilson-Patterson
(W-P; 1968) items (Table 1) one at a time (the order was independently
randomized for each subject), and the subject recorded his or her level
of favorability. The computer recorded the time it took for each attitudinal response. After another task, a similar procedure was undertaken with the POI items (see Table 2). On these items, subjects indicated their level of agreement or disagreement on a 7-point scale. The
order in which subjects responded to the W-P and POI items was counterbalanced.

Results and Discussion
To get an idea of how fast subjects were responding to these
items, I selected the median reaction time to each item within
each set of attitudes. (I used medians because response times
tend to be skewed.) On the average (the mean of these medians),
it took subjects 4.44 s to respond to each W-P item and 9.32 s to
respond to each POI item. Given the difference in length of the
average item within each set, this difference is not surprising.
Subject as the unit. The first analysis used the subject as the
unit. In theory, the test is straightforward: The correlation of
each subject's response latency to an item with the heritability
of that item should be negative. However, there is a potential
artifact. Response time is partially controlled by reading time.
Subjects respond slower to longer items than to shorter items.
Therefore, any association of length with heritability could be
problematic. (The correlation between heritability and the
number of letters in each item is -.165 for the W-P items and
. 12 for the POI items.) To deal with this problem, the number of
letters in each item were counted and the partial correlation
between response time and heritability was computed with
item length held constant for each subject.4 The mean withinsubject partial correlation is small in magnitude but significantly different from zero5 for each item set, mean r = —.06,
r(138) = -2.97, p < .01, for the POI items; mean r = -.15,
/(138) = -7.32, p < .001, for the W-P items.
Item as the unit. Another way of approaching the hypothesis
is to treat the attitude item as the unit of analysis instead of the
subject. In this case, the median response time (across subjects)
was calculated for each item. Because there were only 20 items
in each set, to gain power I decided to test the hypothesis across
sets (« = 40 items). Before pooling the items, both heritability
and median response times (corrected for item length) were
4
Because of the way in which sample correlations are distributed
around their own mean, it is best to transform them by means of
Fisher's z before using them as data points in the computation of other
parametric statistics. I use correlations and partial correlations as data
points in a number of statistical operations in this article. In each case,
the correlation has been converted to Fisher's z for computation and
converted back to a correlation when reported in text and tables.
5
Two-tailed tests of significance are reported throughout, even
where the direction of a relationship is predicted a priori.
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standardized within each set. The correlation between these
variables was then computed across all 40 items from both item
sets. The resulting correlation (r = -.36, p < .02) is significant.
Previous research has found that speed of response is a reliable and valid indicator of attitude strength. Although the
within-subject correlations are small, there appears to be an
association between speed of attitude response and the estimated heritability of the item. There are, however, some differences between Study 1 and other studies intended to measure
reaction time. In Study 1, subjects were not instructed to respond as fast as they could. It was assumed that they responded
as soon as their attitude was accessed and that deviations from
this strategy were uniformly distributed across items.
It is also worth noting that item length was not experimentally controlled in this study. I addressed this problem through
statistical control. Even with this control, there were detectable
effects of heritability. (Indeed, the uncorrected correlations
were similar in magnitude to the partial correlations, and partialing made little difference one way or the other.) In summary,
I conclude that speed of response is associated with attitude
heritability.

Study 2: Attitude Heritability and Conformity
The ease with which a response can be changed should also
be related to heritability. One of the central areas of attitude
research throughout its modern history is conformity. Some
exquisite pioneering work was done by Muzafer Sherif (1937),
who showed that in the absence of any objective referent, people
will adopt the judgments of those around them. They appeared
to do so without being aware that they were being influenced,
and they continued to use the adopted judgments even in the
absence of continued social influence (but see Jacobs & Campbell, 1961). At the opposite end of the continuum, Solomon
Asch (1956) attempted to show that when making judgments
about stimuli that were unambiguous, people would show their
independence. He used stimuli that were so clear that judgments in the absence of social influence were virtually error
free. To his surprise, however, rather than independence, he
found conformity to the incorrect judgments of others on about
one-third of the judgments.
Subsequent work has shown that conformity forces play an
important role in both destructive and constructive social processes. In one of social psychology's most dramatic demonstrations, Stanley Milgram (1965) showed that about two-thirds of
his sample, as a result of conformity pressures, would continue
to give increasingly more intense electric shock to another person who is screaming in pain. (It can be inferred that these
subjects know that this behavior is morally wrong because
other subjects drawn from the same population judge this behavior to be clearly wrong and claim that they would not engage
in it.) Latane and Darley (1970) showed that bystander intervention in an emergency is also affected by conformity forces.
The presence of others inhibits intervention, in part because
the inaction of the others leads persons to interpret the situation as benign.
In summary, conformity is a pervasive force in social life. It
affects judgments of the ambiguous and of the clear; it plays an
important role in the harming and helping of others. Is its im-

pact moderated by the heritability of the attitude in question?
Conformity directly addresses the question of malleability of
behavior across situations. It is an index of the extent to which
behavior changes with changing situational norms. Attitudes
with higher heritabilities are (relatively) less situationally malleable. Therefore, I expect that attitudes with higher heritabilities
will be stronger, that is, will show less change, as a result of
shifting norms.
Method
Overview. This study was run using only W-P items. In the first
phase, agreement norms for items were obtained. In the second phase,
new subjects were provided norms for each item and asked to indicate
their level of agreement with the item. To detect the effect of shifting
norms, the norms were systematically varied above and below those
obtained in the first phase.
Subjects. Subjects were recruited from an introductory psychology
course at the University of Georgia and received course credit as an
incentive. Thirty-one men and 32 women served in Phase 1, whereas 56
men and 81 women served in Phase 2.
Phase 1. Subjects were run in small groups. They received a questionnaire containing 18 of the selected W-P items and were asked to
record their attitude by indicating the extent of their agreement on a
5-point graphic scale with the points labeled strongly oppose, oppose,
neutral, favor, or strongly favor for each item.
Phase 2. The percentage of Phase 1 subjects who favored or strongly
favored and the percentage of subjects who opposed or strongly opposed each item was computed. These norms were used to construct
two versions of a second questionnaire. In Version 1, some of the items
were paired with false norms that were 15% more favorable than the
Phase 1 norm, and the remaining items were paired with norms that
were 15% less favorable.6 Version 2 was the mirror image of Version 1:
The items that had false favorable norms on Version 1 had false unfavorable norms on Version 2; the items that had false unfavorable norms on
Version 1 had false favorable norms on Version 2.
Phase 2 subjects were given either Version 1 or Version 2 of the questionnaire. They read that they were to indicate their attitudes and that
"Since many people are interested in how their peers feel on a given
issue we have provided you with information on the responses of other
UGA [University of Georgia] students for these items." Each item had
associated with it the false norm and a 5-point graphic scale.

Results and Discussion
Subject as the unit. The 7 lowest heritability items were classified as low heritability, and the 11 highest heritability items
were classified as high heritability (see Table 1). Favorability of
responses to each item were standardized over subjects and
versions of the questionnaire. Using these standard scores, four
mean responses for each subject were calculated: favorable
norm, high heritability items; unfavorable norm, high heritability items; favorable norm, low heritability items; and unfavorable norm, low heritability items. These within-subject means
were subjected to a 2 (gender) X 2 (influence: favorable vs. unfavorable) X 2 (heritability) analysis of variance (ANOVA), with
the last two variables treated as repeated measures. Overall,
6

The phrasing of this normative feedback differed over items. For
some items, the feedback was phrased in terms of the percentage of
people who favored the item, for other items it was phrased in terms of
the percentage of people who opposed the item.
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men tended to be less favorable to the issues (M = -.01) than
were women, M = .04, F(l, 132) = 5.00, p < .03, and the influence of the norms was effective, F(\ ,132)= 5.97, p < .02; moreover, as predicted by the hypothesis, the difference between
favorable norms and unfavorable norms is smaller for the high
heritability items (M= .02 vs. M = -.03) than for the low heritability items (M = .06 vs. M = -.10). The crucial interaction,
however, did not approach significance (F= 1.14).
To get greater separation between the high and low heritability items, the data were reanalyzed with the four highest heritability items (death penalty, apartheid, royalty, and jazz) and the
four lowest heritability items (divine law, coeducation, flogging, and straitjackets). This analysis yielded clear results.
Again, women were more favorable to the items than men,
F(l, 132) = 8.72, p< .01. The influence main effect was still
present, F(\, 135) = 4.40, p < .04. Again, the crucial Heritability X Influence interaction was present, but this time it was
significant, F(l, 135) = 5.23, p < .01. As can be seen in Figure 1,
norms make a clear difference with the low heritability items,
whereas the effect of norms is trivial for the high heritability
items. When looking at the extremes, it appears that conformity pressures operate more strongly for low heritability than
for high heritability attitudes.
Item-level analyses. The hypothesis that high heritability attitudes are less influenceable was examined using the item as
the unit of analysis. This analysis was relatively straightforward.
For each item, the mean response given to the favorable norm
and the mean response given to the unfavorable norm were
separately calculated. The difference between these two means
serves as an index of the extent to which norms have an impact
on the reported attitudes: Positive numbers indicate positive
influence; negative numbers indicate negative influence or a
"boomerang effect." This influenceability index was then
correlated with heritability across the items.
This bivariate distribution is shown in Figure 2. The correlation between heritability and influenceability is — .51 (p< .03).
At the item level, there is a clear association between heritability and influenceability. Low heritability items are more influenced by the norms than high heritability items. Indeed,
there appears to be a boomerang effect on attitudes with the
greatest heritabilities.
The data from this study seem to support the hypothesis that
lower heritability attitudes are more easily influenced by norms
and hence, are less strong than higher heritability attitudes. The
hypothesis for this study comes closest to following directly
from the definition of heritability. Differences in norms are a
very nice proxy for the kinds of environmental differences that
might effect phenotypical attitudes. High heritability estimates
indicate a small environmental influence relative to the genetic
influence on the attitude.
In spite of the straightforward nature of the derivation of the
hypothesis and the strength of the item-level results, I still urge
caution. This study was run using only one set of items.7 Furthermore, the individual-level results were significant only on
the most extreme items.

Study 3: Attitude Heritability and Social Functioning
Do attitudes with greater heritability play a more important
role in social life than do attitudes with lower heritability? Atti-
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Figure 1. Study 2. Favorability of attitudes as a function of heritability
(4 highest vs. 4 lowest heritable items) and favorability of norm.

tudes serve a variety of functions in everyday life (e.g., Katz,
1960; Pratkanis, Breckler, & Greenwald, 1989; Smith, Bruner,
& White, 1956). For example, ego-defensive attitudes help a
person defend against unwanted thoughts and beliefs about the
self. Instrumental attitudes help a person to fit into groups and
social settings and to mediate rewards. Value-expressive attitudes give a person a sense of who he or she is. Attitudes that
serve a knowledge function help a person to interpret what
might otherwise be an ambiguous situation.
Each of these functions can play themselves out in individual
or social situations. Regardless of the function served, one
might expect that people would be attracted to others who hold
similar attitudes. Others who support one's ego-defensive attitudes would not be threatening. Similar others are likely to
validate one's interpretation of the situation, confirm one's selfview, and provide easy or uncostly interaction. Thus, regardless
of the attitude function, the prediction is that an individual is
attracted to others who hold similar attitudes.
Literally hundreds of studies attest to the generality and
power of this prediction (Byrne, 1971). In one of the earliest
and best known studies, Theodore Newcomb (1961) found that
he could predict who would come to like whom in a college
dormitory before any of the interactants ever met simply by
knowing the degree of similarity in their attitudes. In a paradigmatic series of studies, Donn Byrne (1971) and his colleagues
have formulated what they call the law of attraction: The greater
the percentage of similar attitudes, the more attracted one is to
another.
An aspect of attitude strength is how consequential the atti7
1 recently attempted a conceptual replication of this study using the
POI items. The influence manipulation had a very strong effect, about
.4 of a standard deviation, but there was not a hint of an Influence X
Heritability interaction. Although there were a variety of differences
between this attempted replication and the original study, I suspect
that the strength of the manipulation wiped out the more subtle heritability effects.
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Figure 2. Study 2. Bivariate distribution of heritability and net influence on the selected
Wilson-Patterson items. (Numbers refer to specific items listed in Table 1.)

tude is in social life. In particular, the hypothesis tested in
Study 3 is that the greater the attitude heritability, the stronger
the relationship between attitude similarity and attraction.

Method
Overview. Subjects viewed five attitudes of a number of opposite-sex
strangers. The proportion of similar and dissimilar attitudes and the
heritability of the attitudes were varied across the strangers. Subjects
scaled how much they would be attracted to the stranger.
Subjects. The subjects were the first sample from Study 1. Thirtyseven women and 23 men were paid $5 and were recruited through
advertisements in the local papers and flyers by the University of
Georgia's Survey Research Center.
Procedure. Each subject was individually seated before a microcomputer. First, subjects entered their response to each of the W-P
items on a 5-point graphic scale ranging from strongly favor to strongly
oppose. Then they were confronted, one at a time, with the description
of 24 opposite-sex strangers. For each stranger, they indicated how
much they would like this person as a friend, as a romantic partner,
and as a spouse. Each attraction item was answered on a 7-point
graphic scale that ranged from dislike very much (1) to like very much
(7). Following this, subjects went through exactly the same procedure
for the POI items. Order was counterbalanced. Half the subjects went
through the procedure for the W-P items first; half the subject went
through the procedure with the POI items first.
Construction of the strangers. Within each set of items, W-P or POI,
24 strangers were constructed. Each stranger was associated with a
different set of five attitudes. Construction was based on trial blocks of
6 strangers. (Trial blocks were transparent to the subjects.) Within each
trial block, 1 stranger agreed with the subject on 0 items, another on 1
item, another on 2 items, and so on through 5 items. Level of agreement
was randomly ordered within block. Agreement was defined as the
same response to the item as the subject's; disagreement was defined as
a displacement of the subject's response by 2 units (either more favorable or less favorable) on the 5-point scale. Agreement or disagreement
was randomly assigned to attitude items within each stranger. Figure 3

illustrates a typical computer screen depicting a stranger and the subject's attraction responses to that stranger on items from the W-P set.
There were four trial blocks within each attitude set. Each of the 20
attitude items appeared six times across the 24 strangers. Attitudes
were counterbalanced across levels of agreement: Each item appeared
once in a 0-agreement set, once in a 1 -agreement set, and so on through
the 5-agreement set.
Results
The heritability hypothesis is based on the notion that attraction is related to attitude similarity. To test this assumption,
attraction to a stranger was correlated with attitude similarity
over the 24 stimulus strangers (within each attitude set). Three
such correlations were computed for each subject: attraction as
a friend, as a romantic partner, and as a spouse. Each of these
correlations were transformed by means of Fisher's z and were
subjected to a 2 (gender) X 3 (attraction type: friend vs. partner
vs. spouse) ANOVA with the last factor considered as a repeated
measure.
The assumption of attitude similarity and attraction is well
supported. With the W-P items, the mean within-subject correlation (converted back from Fisher's z) between attitude similarity and attraction is a substantial .69. None of the ANOVA effects were significant (all Fs < 1). Using the POI items, the mean
correlation was higher for women, .72, than for men, .55, F(l,
58) = 13.60, p < .01, but again both were quite respectable.
Neither attraction type nor its interaction with gender were
significant (F < 1).
Subject as the unit. Testing the heritability hypothesis is
more complicated. What is needed is an index of the extent to
which each item is influential in affecting the similarity attraction relationship. To compute such an index, the attraction ratings were regressed on the level of similarity across the 24
strangers within each attitude set for each subject. If a particular
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Figure 3. Study 3. Example of the computer screen format showing the attitude

similarity manipulation and the prompt for attraction response.

stranger has an attitude item(s) that is quite strong, then similar
feedback on that item should cause the stranger to be more
attractive than predicted by the regression line; dissimilar feedback should cause the stranger to be less attractive than predicted by the regression line. If the stranger has no particularly
strong or weak items, then the stranger's attraction level should
be close to the regression line. If the stranger has a particularly
weak attitude item(s), then the stranger's attraction level should
be closer to the mean than to the regression line.
Following up on this logic, the attraction residual was calculated for each stranger. Two registers were denned for each
attitude item: a similar feedback register and a dissimilar feedback register. For each stranger, the residual was averaged into
the appropriate register (similar or dissimilar feedback) for
each attitude item associated with the stranger. Recall that each
item was associated with 6 different strangers. By averaging the
residuals in the similar and dissimilar registers over these
strangers for an item, an index was derived of the extent to
which feedback on this item was consequential, that is, the
extent to which strangers were liked more than was predicted
from the regression line when the item feedback was similar
and the extent to which strangers associated with this item were
disliked more than predicted from the regression line when the
item feedback was dissimilar. These indexes were computed for
each type of attraction: friend, romantic partner, and spouse.
Because preliminary analyses revealed no differences over
these types, they were pooled to simplify presentation of the
results.
These operations provide the information necessary to test
the heritability hypothesis. If heritability is associated with attitude strength, then the greater the heritability, the more similar
feedback should cause the stranger to be liked and the more
dissimilar feedback should cause the stranger to be disliked. In
summary, because heritability should be positively correlated

with the similarity index and negatively correlated with the
dissimilarity index, there should be a significant difference between these two correlations.
Each of these correlations, that is, between heritability and
the similarity index and heritability and the dissimilarity index, was computed for each subject and converted to Fisher's z.
These transformed correlations were then subjected to a 2
(gender) X 2 (index: similar vs. dissimilar) ANOYA with repeated measures on the last factor.
Although the mean correlations were low, the hypothesis receives support. Focusing first on the W-P items, the mean
correlation between heritability and the residual is positive
when the feedback is similar (mean r = .06); negative when the
feedback is dissimilar (mean r = -.06); and the difference between these two mean correlations is significant, F(\, 58) =
6.58, p < .01. The same affects are present for the POI items
although slightly less pronounced. The mean correlations for
similar and dissimilar feedback were r = .06 and r = -.04,
respectively, F(l, 58) = 4.79, p < .05. No other effects were
significant within the analysis for either item set. (All ps > .20.)
By subtracting the mean item-attraction residual given negative feedback from the mean item-attraction residual given positive feedback, an index of net social influence is created: Positive numbers indicate more influential attitudes and negative
numbers indicate less influential attitudes. This index was
computed for each item for each subject within each attitude
set. The average within-subject correlation between heritability
and net social influence, although small, was in the appropriate
direction: mean r = .08, t(59) = 2.48, p < .02, for the W-P set;
mean r = .06, t(59) = 1.92, p < .06, for the POI set.
Item as unit of analysis. To use the item as the unit, the mean
similar feedback register (overall subjects) and the mean dissimilar feedback register was computed for each item. Because
there were only 20 items within each set, the variables were
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standardized within each attitude set and the sets were combined (N= 40) to provide a more powerful test. The results were
as predicted. Given similar feedback, the correlation between
mean attraction residual and heritability was .31; given dissimilar feedback, the correlation was —.22; and the difference between the two correlations was significant, t(31) = 2.01, p = .05.
It is also possible to compute a net social influence index on
the item level. For each item, the mean item-attraction residual
given negative feedback was subtracted from the mean item-attraction residual given positive feedback. After standardizing
heritability and the social influence index within attitude sets,
the correlation between these variables was computed over the
combined items (N = 40). As predicted, the correlation between heritability and net social influence was positive (r = .29,
p < .07).
Discussion
Although the effect sizes are not large, there seems to be
some support for the idea that attitude strength as reflected in
the attitude similarity attraction relationship is related to attitude heritability. On the one hand, note that this hypothesis is
not easily derivable from the definition of heritability. There is
nothing in the definition of heritability that suggests that persons should be attracted to others with the same phenotype or
even to situations that would support the same phenotype.
On the other hand, sociobiologists do argue for assortative
mating. Rushton's (1989) notion of "genetic similarity" proposes that "genetically similar people tend to seek one another
out and to provide mutually supportive environments such as
marriage, friendship and social groups" (p. 503). In his review
of the literature, Rushton provided comparative evidence
across part of the phylogenetic scale (including humans) of genetic similarity detection and attraction. For example, Russell,
Wells, and Rushton (1985) found a correlation of .36 for independent estimates of heritability and assortative mating on 36
anthropometric measurements. Perhaps more to the point,
Rushton (1989) also reported a correlation of .40 between itemlevel similarity in friendship pairs and heritability estimates
across 40 of the W-P items. The experimental results from
Study 3 nicely complement Rushton's correlational study.
There is one aspect of the sociobiological argument that was
not supported in these data. Recall that subjects made attraction ratings to the stranger as a friend, as a dating partner, and
as a spouse. From a sociobiological point of view, one might
have expected greater assortative pressure with respect to
spouse than to friend. There were no differences in the similarity attraction relationship by role, for example, friend versus
spouse. Perhaps this was too subtle a prediction to make given
the present restricted experimental situation, but that expectation was not realized.
In introducing this study, I reviewed a variety of psychological attitude functions and argued that regardless of the function, one should be more attracted to a similar other than to a
dissimilar other. Furthermore, the stronger the attitude, the
stronger the similarity attraction relationship. From this I successfully predicted that greater heritability of an attitude would
intensify the attraction similarity relationship. Regardless of
whether these results are framed in terms of sociobiology or the

social psychology of attitudes, attitudes with greater heritabilities appear to be socially more consequential than attitudes
with lower heritabilities.
Study 4: Putting it Together

Tables 1 and 2 list the attitude items I used in each of the sets
along with their heritabilities and the summary item-level statistic from each of the studies. It has been seen how each of the
summary statistics relates to heritability. Now their relationships to one another can be examined. There is nothing in the
previous work to guarantee their intercorrelations. However, if
they function in a similar way or if they are alternative measures
of the same construct, for example, strength, then a single factor should account for their covariation.
Table 3 contains the correlations among attitude heritability,
attitude accessibility as measured by response time8 (Study 1),
the extent to which each of the W-P items were influenced by
the norm manipulation (Study 2), and the extent to which each
of the items influenced the similarity attraction to a stranger
relationship (Study 3, net social influence).
Focus first on the W-P items. All of the variables, as noted
before, are at least moderately related to heritability. Table 3
reveals that they are all also related to accessibility. Surprisingly,
the relationship between influenceability and social influence
is close to zero.
The correlations were subjected to a principal components
analysis. A single factor produced an eigenvalue greater than
one. That factor accounted for 54% of the variance in the matrix. The factor pattern is shown in the last column of Table 3
and the communalities are shown on the main diagonal. The
principal components analysis leads to several conclusions.
First, there is only one commonality among these variables.
Second, that commonality accounts for a substantial portion of
the variance and, hence, is important. Moreover, in spite of
attitude heritability being the only variable not measured in the
laboratory, it is an important part of what these variables have
in common. What is this common thing? Perhaps it is attitude
strength, but I have more to say about this in the General Discussion section.
The third conclusion is that in spite of the importance of
what these variables have in common, almost half the variance
is unaccounted for. Ordinarily, accounting for more than half of
the variance would be quite sufficient. After all, the variance
unaccounted for usually contains substantial errors of measurement. In this case, however, the raw data are highly reliable.
(Recall that each datum entering into these correlations is a
mean aggregated over a number of subjects and over a number
of observations within subjects.) Thus, these variables have a
substantial amount of variance that is independent of heritability and the other variables in the set. Earlier I noted that the
correlation between influenceability and social influence was
quite low. Although both variables correlate substantially with
the common factor, social influence has a relatively lower factor
8

Actually, the entries for response time are the partial correlations
between response time and each of the other variables with the effect
of number of letters partialed out. See Study 1 for the reason.
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Table 3
Correlations Among Miriables Across Studies
Variable

1

2

3

4

Factor
pattern

.34
-.46
-.03
.33

.75
-.83
-.76
.57

.25
-.18

.83
-.78

.30

.55
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inherent in estimating heritability, the differences in samples,
and the errors in measuring the response, it is remarkable that
anything could be detected! Nevertheless, the small effect sizes
obviously limit the accuracy of prediction that might be made
for any particular subject or item.

Wilson-Patterson items
1.
2.
3.
4.

Heritability
Response time"
Influenceability"
Social influence

.56

-.34
.68

-.51
.57
.57

POI items
1.
2.
3.
4.

Heritability
Response time3
Influenceability
Social influence

.69

-.46
.61

Note. Communalities are on the diagonal. POI = public opinion inventory.
" Correlations with response time are partial correlations with the number of letters in the item partialed out. See Study 1. b Correlations are
based on 18 items.

correlation and communality suggesting that it, rather than
influenceability, is the more unique entry. Indeed, social influence is the only variable dealing specifically with interpersonal
issues.
The first factor accounted for 53% of the variance among the
POI items. Although there is no measure of influenceability,
the conclusions to be drawn for these items are very much the
same as those outlined earlier.
General Discussion
By and large, the data reported here are consistent with the
idea that high heritability attitudes are stronger than low heritability attitudes. That is, more heritable attitudes are responded
to more quickly, they are more difficult to change, and are more
consequential in attraction. Before discussing the notion of attitude strength and how the present approach might fit into general theory testing, there are three issues that must be dealt
with: the small effect size, the correlational nature of heritability, and the potential mediators of attitude heritability.
Small

Correlational Nature of the Studies
It is known from the present set of studies that heritability is
correlated with response speed, resistance to persuasion, and
the similarity attraction relation. Because of the correlational
nature of the relationship, two questions can be raised. The
first question concerns causal ordering, that is, is heritability
the antecedent or the consequence? From a logical point of
view, it is difficult to see how any of the responses measured
here might have caused heritability. Perhaps a case could be
made for response speed because it might be thought of as
having a physiological basis and as such being correlated with
one's genetic endowment. However, this argument will not
work because it relies on general individual differences, that is,
some individuals are wired to be faster than others. The data I
present here come from within-subject comparisons.
The second question concerns spuriousness. Is there a third
variable(s) causing both heritability and response? Because heritability is not manipulated, it is undoubtedly correlated with a
host of other variables. However, it is difficult to imagine a
third variable that would unambiguously fill the bill. Suppose,
for example, that attitude importance (or emotionality or extremity) was correlated with both heritability and resistance to
persuasion. Suppose further that the correlation between heritability and resistance goes to zero when importance is partialed
out. This would certainly be consistent with the hypothesis that
the relationship between heritability and resistance is spurious.
However, as Simon (1954) has so eloquently pointed out, such a
pattern of correlations would also be consistent with the hypothesis that heritability caused importance, which caused resistance. There is no a priori way of deciding which is correct.
Under most circumstances, heritability, as a variable tied up
with the biological endowment of the organism, would be given
causal priority. However, discussions with colleagues reveals a
reluctance to do so in this case. Perhaps such reluctance flows
from an unwillingness to believe that attitudes can have a genetic basis.

Effects

In general, the reported effect sizes, particularly when the
subject is the unit, are quite small. Small effects are not difficult
to understand. The responses are measured with some error
and are multiply determined, that is, the variables that were
manipulated or measured in each study are undoubtedly only a
small subset of variables that help determine the response.
Moreover, and perhaps most important, the heritability estimates were not taken on the population that participated in
these studies. Estimates for the W-P items were based on an
Australian sample and estimates for the POI items were based
on an English sample. Any differences in the meaning of the
items, the culture, or the gene pool between the present sample
and the sample on which the heritability estimate was derived
will attenuate the influence of heritability. In view of errors

Genetic Basis of Attitudes
Is there a gene for attitudes toward jazz in the same way as
there is a gene for eye color? I doubt it. However, one can imagine a number of mechanisms by which more directly heritable
physical differences might play themselves out in specific attitudes in a particular cultural milieu. The following paragraphs
contain some examples.
Sensory structures. Genetic differences in sensory structures such as taste, hearing, and sensitivity to touch could affect
attitudes toward food, loud music, preferences for lovemaking
practices, and so forth. Genetically derived color blindness
rules out preferences between undetectable color differences.
Body chemistry. It is known that various body chemicals, for
example, hormones, have profound effects on behavior. It is
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difficult to believe that there are not differential genetic effects
in their various balances. Indeed, Dabbs (1989) has found a
correlation between individual differences in testosterone and
occupation that he suggested could be due to interests;
Schachter, Kozlowski, and Silverstein (1977) have argued for
individual differences in body chemistry and attitudes toward
cigarettes as expressed in smoking behavior. The link between
genetic differences in body chemistry and the desire for alcohol
is frequently discussed even in the popular media (Flaste,
1991).
Intelligence. To the extent that intelligence has a nonzero
heritability and social attitudes represent the product of the
kind of cognitive reasoning involved in intelligence tests, those
attitudes will have a heritable component. Indeed, Scarr (1981),
in a study of adoptive and biological families, found that "differences in sociopolitical attitudes, measured by the F-scale,
appear to be genetically transmitted from parents to their children in the form of verbal ability" (p. 399).
Temperament and activity level. Genetic differences in activity level (e.g., Kohnstamm, Bates, & Rothbart, 1989) could easily be imagined to have an impact on attitudes toward various
free-time pursuits and career options.
Conditionability. Eysenck (1954) has developed a highly creative argument about how genetic differences in conditionability might play themselves out in certain social-political attitudes. To simplify, children are punished for transgressions.
Individuals who condition easily will learn to experience fear in
anticipation of a transgression. The fear will prevent them from
engaging in the transgression. Such individuals are likely to
hold attitudes that society condones. Individuals who do not
condition as readily are more likely to hold more tough-minded
attitudes.
C. G. Jung (1939) has suggested that there may be hard-wired
symbols (archetypes) that inhere in a shared racial unconscious.
Indeed, there are probably more snake phobics among us than
automobile phobics in spite of the fact that more people are
killed by automobiles than snakes. (See M. Cook & Mineka,
1990, for work showing a built-in propensity for fear of snakes
among rhesus monkeys.) My own position is not that extreme.
For the time being, I think that a plausible case can be made for
attitude heritability using more well-accepted mechanisms like
those sketched out earlier. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to
assume that different heritable attitudes may be supported by
different biological cultural interactions.

more reinforcing or more consequential in interpersonal attraction than responses with lower heritabilities.
If there is no logical necessity for it, why do these various
indexes of attitude strength show an association with heritability? The original hypothesis was derived from the intuitive notion that attitudes that show one kind of strength will be strong
in other ways as well. The intuitive answer will not work either.
In spite of the single dimension to emerge in the principal components analysis (Study 4), attitude strength is not necessarily a
unitary dimension. For example, Abelson (1988) has factor analyzed various indexes of the conviction with which people hold
various attitudes and found several dimensions in that domain
of attitude strength alone. (See also Petty & Krosnick, in press,
for a series of state-of-the-art discussions of attitude strength.)
The account that I find plausible is as follows: Attitudes that
are high in heritability have a more or less direct biological
substrate that is enduring. Because the substrate is enduring,
attitude change is resisted and uncomfortable. Therefore, psychological protection mechanisms develop around these attitudes. The attitudes become more accessible, that is, response
speed is increased. Accessibility is a kind of vigilance. An attitude that is quickly brought to the fore is functional. Accessible
attitudes help one to interpret situations and behave in ways
that are congenial with the attitude (Fazio & Williams, 1986).
Such interpretations and behavior shield the attitude from jeopardy. The attitudes of people around oneself have profound effects on one's own attitudes. Another way to protect one's attitudes is to surround oneself with people who agree with one's
attitudes (Caspi & Herbener, 1990). Thus, the attitude similarity
attraction relationship is stronger with greater attitude heritability. Some behavioral geneticists, for example, Scarr and
McCartney (1983), have argued that genetic predispositions
lead individuals to seek out compatible environments and develop their own environmental niche. These data appear to the
first laboratory demonstration (to my knowledge) of the kind of
mechanisms associated with such niche selection.
To summarize the argument, attitudes with a biological substrate are relatively difficult and painful to change. However,
such attitudes may be jeopardized by the same psychological
mechanisms as attitudes with less of a biological basis. Stasis is
maintained, at least in part, through psychological protection
mechanisms that lead to congenial environments. Undoubtedly, this is not the whole story, but it does explain the results
reported here.

Niche Construction or Attitude Strength

Including Heritability in General Theory Testing Designs

The empirical work reported here addresses the question of
whether attitude strength is associated with attitude heritability.
The answer appears to be yes. As noted in the introduction of
this article, however, there is a sense in which the question and
answer are part of a tautology. One definition of strength is that
the response does not change from situation to situation. For a
response to be high in heritability means that relative to its total
variation, it shows less situational (or environmental) variation
than a response that is low in heritability. However, it does not
necessarily follow from that observation that responses with
greater heritabilities will be made with greater speed or will be

Failing to take heritability into account, particularly in tests
of general theories, can be misleading. In the present example,
attitudes are not interchangeable. High heritability attitudes behave differently from low heritability attitudes, thereby limiting the generalizability of the standard treatments used in this
research.
Admittedly, it is difficult to find many response systems for
which there is a known range of heritabilities. However, it
might be worthwhile to develop such systems. Including responses measured on the same metric but that differ with respect to heritability in a research design along with a theoreti-
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cally relevant treatment can yield valuable information regarding the generality versus typicality of the treatment.
A treatment is general if it has similar effects over a variety of
responses regardless of their heritability. A treatment is typical
to the extent that it is representative of the usual variety of
situations that subjects generally encounter. Egon Brunswik
(1955) stressed the importance of this issue in his related notion
of representative design. Including responses that vary in heritability and tracking the magnitude of its interaction with the
treatment allows researchers to assess these two aspects of a
particular treatment.
Suppose that the heritability of the response moderates, that
is, interacts with, the treatment effect such that the treatment is
more effective with low heritability attitudes than with high
heritability attitudes. The greater the magnitude of this interaction, the less general is the treatment. The treatment is less
general because its effectiveness depends on the heritability of
the response. At the same time the treatment is more typical.
This requires some explanation.
Suppose heritability is estimated on a representative population of people who have been exposed to a representative sample of environments (situations and treatments). Because heritability is the proportion of genetic variance in their responses,
1 — heritability is an index of the extent to which the response is
susceptible to change by typical environmental differences
(treatments). If the effectiveness of the present treatment covaries with the complement of heritability, that is, is negatively
correlated with heritability, then the treatment is affecting the
response like the typical environmental difference. The
stronger the association between treatment effectiveness and
heritability, the more like the typical situation is the present
treatment.9
Some treatments may affect all responses equally well. Such
treatment would be quite general, but they would not be typical

9
This line of thinking suggests that it is possible to scale treatments
in terms of typicality or representativeness without actually sampling
situations. If a treatment is representative of typical situational differences, then to the extent that a theoretically relevant response is high in
heritability it should be minimally affected by the situation, and if the
response is low in heritability, it should be maximally affected by the
treatment. An index of treatment typicality then is the (inverse) correlation between the magnitude of the treatment effect and the heritability of the response. (This assumes equally valid and reliable response
measures, and no Genotype X Environment interactions.) It also suggests a new way to gauge the strength of a treatment. Recall that heritability is the ratio of variance due to genes to the sum of variance due to
genes and variance due to environments. In principle, then, it is also
possible to estimate the proportion of variance due to environments to
serve as a kind of standard. Assuming a random sample of subjects, for
any particular treatment, for any particular response it is possible to
compute a proportion of variance accounted for. Comparing this with
the standard would indicate whether the treatment was more or less
effective than standard differences in the environment for this particular response. Obviously, a particular treatment may be more or less
effective for different responses. Strength of treatment is usually indexed by the raw percentage of variance accounted for. The comparison suggested here may be preferred because it takes account of genetic restrictions relative to typical situational differences.

of the kinds of environmental differences persons encounter in
their daily lives. Other treatments may be differentially effective across heritability of response, but their effectiveness may
be uncorrelated with heritability. Such a treatment is neither
general nor typical, but it may be particularly informative,
nonetheless. I assume that the heritability of different attitudes
reflects different biological processes. Such a treatment might
shed light on the particular mechanism underlying the attitude® for which the treatment is effective.
Conclusion
A number of psychological response systems have nontrivial
heritabilities. It is recommended that estimates of these components be incorporated into more of researcher's general theory
testing. They limit the ease with which responses can be
changed and have implications for the generalizability of researchers' theories and the typicality of researchers' experimental treatments.
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